Insights

Our industry expertise and data, allows us to bring together individuals, educators, employers and policymakers, informing better decisions about the engineering skills needed to succeed, today and tomorrow.

Our latest insight and analysis, on engineering and manufacturing sector news, from across the UK.

South West

In a region with lower than average higher education enrolment – Bristol South is the Parliamentary constituency which sends a lower proportion of young people to university than any other – the advanced manufacturing and engineering (AME) sector provides opportunities for young people to gain skills and to have good careers through non-university routes such as apprenticeships.
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Gender 2018

With 19% of the workforce being female, the South West AME sector is reflective of the sector across the UK when it comes to gender balance.
Gender 2023

In common with other parts of the UK, the South West’s large AME employers have made a concerted effort to bring in more female talent and Bristol University is backing the New Model in Technology and Engineering (NMITE) university in Hereford, which is aiming for a gender-balanced intake.
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